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Please find the latest market update from a podcast of 3 minutes by our Asia Chief Investment Officer below.

China: Bad news is good news?
Market sentiment is slightly improving. Why?



Following the weaker-than-expected economic data across the board in July, the official service PMI and the caixin manufacturing
PMI in August dipped below 50. The weakness in macro indicators (bad news) raises market expectations of policy easing
(good news), possibly further RRR cuts and a modest rebound in infrastructure investment in 4Q.



There have been more clarifications from the Chinese authorities on the macro policy and regulatory changes to achieve
the long-term goal of “common prosperity”, with “common” likely meaning more equal distribution of income, wealth and
opportunities, while “prosperity” meaning increasing total output.



Despite the deepening of the regulatory tightening in various industries, the government remains pro-market as President Xi
announced last week to set up the third stock exchange in Beijing as the primary platform serving innovation-oriented SMEs. He also
announced to support pilot projects to adopt free-trade agreements that align domestic rules with high-standard international trade
rules, and to build demonstration zones of digital trade.



China has not slowed the opening up of the financial sector amid the recent high market volatility with Hong Kong launching the
first A-share futures products in October 2021 which will provide international investors with an effective tool to manage A-share
related asset risks. Furthermore, China’s cyberspace regulator clarified that offshore listings are allowed as long as companies
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comply with the data security law and regulations, as well as apply sufficient data and cyber-security oversight. China’s securities
regulator also gave a signal recently on their willingness to work with the US over audit inspections.
Trading opportunities for short-term investors & significant value opportunities for long-term investors
Although regulatory pressure remains the largest headwind for China’s growth sectors, some positive signals are appearing:



Leading tech names have already fallen to the bottoms of their historical valuation ranges.



An official said that some early achievements have been made in preventing the disorderly capital expansion on some regulatoryaffected sectors.



Global funds’ holdings in Chinese equities saw a steep decline in August to a multi-year low. A lot of Chinese equity positioning
appears to have been washed out.



Investor sentiment has been so bearish that even a marginal improvement could be sufficient to trigger a decent rebound.

PLEASE CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO THE PODCAST IN ENGLISH

For more of our insights, please visit our Public Website.

Find out why Asian Private Banker named us Best Private Bank in four categories by clicking the logos below.
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